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Prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA)–binding tracers have

been shown to be promising agents for the specific targeting of
prostate tumors. On labeling with the short-lived isotopes 18F and
68Ga, excellent molecular imaging performance is achieved. This

potential could be further exploited using long-lived isotopes. Be-

cause of the favorable half-life of 64Cu, tracers labeled with this PET
nuclide could solve logistic problems. Moreover, this isotope pro-

vides a theranostic pair with the therapeutic copper isotope 67Cu.

Hence, 9 novel tracers that combine dedicated copper chelators

with the PSMA-specific urea-based binding motif were developed.
Methods: The precursors were obtained by solid-phase synthesis.

The purity and molecular weight of the PSMA ligands were con-

firmed by high-performance liquid chromatography and liquid chro-
matography–mass spectrometry. The compounds were labeled

with 64Cu, with a radiolabeling yield of more than 99%. Competitive

cell binding assays and internalization assays were performed with

C4-2 cells, a subline of the PSMA-positive cell line LNCaP (human
lymph node carcinoma of the prostate). In vitro serum stability, the

stability of 64Cu-CA003 in blood, and the in vivo fate of neat 64Cu-

chloride or 64Cu-CA003 were determined to prove whether the

stability of the radiolabeled compounds is sufficient to ensure no
significant loss of copper during the targeting process. For PET

imaging and biodistribution studies, a C4-2 tumor–bearing mouse

model was used. Results: The radiolabeled 64Cu-PSMA ligands

showed high serum stability. All PSMA ligands showed high inhibi-
tion potencies, with equilibrium inhibition constants in the low nano-

molar range. 64Cu-CA003 and 64Cu-CA005 showed high internalization

ratios (34.6% ± 2.8 and 18.6% ± 4.4, respectively). Both the in vitro
serum stability determination and the in vivo characterization of the

main radiolabeled compounds confirmed that, except for 64Cu-

PSMA-617, all compounds showed high serum stability within the

observation period of 24 h. Small-animal PET imaging demon-
strated high tumor uptake within 20 min. Organ distribution studies

confirmed high specific uptake in the tumor, with 30.8 ± 12.6 per-

centage injected dose (%ID)/g at 1 h after injection. Rapid clearance

from the kidneys was observed—a decrease from 67.0 ± 20.9 %ID/g
at 1 h after injection to 7.5 ± 8.51 %ID/g at 24 h after injection (in

the case of CA003). The performance of CA003, the compound with

the best preclinical properties, was assessed in a first patient. In line
with its preclinical data, PET imaging resulted in clear visualization

of the cancer lesions, with high contrast. Conclusion: The 64Cu-
labeled PSMA ligands are promising agents to target PSMA and

visualize PSMA-positive tumor lesions as shown in preclinical eval-

uation by small-animal PET studies, organ distribution, and a patient
application. Most importantly, the images obtained at 20 h enabled

delineation of unclear lesions, showing that the compounds fulfill the

prerequisite for dosimetry in the course of therapy planning with
67Cu. Thus, we suggest clinical use of copper-labeled CA003 for di-
agnostics and radiotherapy of prostate cancer.
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Prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) is overexpressed
in most cases of prostate cancer, and its expression level correlates
with progression of the disease. Furthermore, expression increases
during the metastatic process (1–3). In the last few years, several
PSMA ligands, including antibodies such as 111In-capromab pen-
detide and 111In-HuJ591, have proven promising for targeting, as
well as for molecular imaging of prostate tumors (4–9). Radio-
tracers with excellent tumor-to-background ratios and high overall
tumoral uptake were developed, and a variety of small-molecule
imaging agents for prostate cancer is being pursued clinically.
Among them, the following can be highlighted: 11C-choline (10);
18F-choline (11); 18F-DCFPyl (12); 18F-DCFBC (13); 68Ga-, 111In-,
and 177Lu-PSMA I&T (14);124I/131I-labeled MIP-1095 (15);
99mTc-MIP-1404 (16); 68Ga-PSMA-11 (5); 68Ga-, 177Lu-, 213Bi-,
and 225Ac-PSMA-617 (6,17); 18F-PSMA-1007 (7); and PSMA-7
(18). 68Ga-PSMA-11 is one of the most relevant radiotracers and cur-
rently in clinical use to detect prostate cancer. Studies of PSMA-11
in patients demonstrated high tumor uptake already at 1 h after
injection, and because of its specificity, images of high contrast
are obtained (19). Recently, a new Glu-urea-Lys-(HE)3-HBED-CC
analog of PSMA-11 revealed lower spleen and kidney uptake and
was shown to be a promising tracer for clinical PET/CT (20). One
limitation of the chelator HBED-CC is that it does not allow the
formation of stable chelate complexes with the most relevant ther-
apeutic radionuclides.
Because of the high demand for therapeutic radiotracers, PSMA-

617 was developed. It can be labeled with many relevant therapeutic
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radionuclides, such as 90Y, 177Lu, 213Bi, and 225Ac. When labeled
with 68Ga, this radiotracer can be used for diagnostic purposes
(6,17,21).
The Lys-NH-CO-NH-Glu moiety had been shown to target PSMA

with high affinity. PSMA-11 and PSMA-617 contain this bind-
ing motif (22,23). In the case of PSMA-617, the 2 linker moieties
2-naphthyl-L-alanine and 4-(aminomethyl)cyclohexanecarboxylic
acid were shown to be successful (Fig. 1). These components opti-
mize the pharmacokinetic properties, leading to a high internaliza-
tion ratio and consequently high PET image contrast (24–26).
However, none of these tracers can form stable complexes with
64Cu or 67Cu. Despite the high labeling yields of PSMA-617 with
64Cu in vitro (.99%), a poor in vivo stability with high liver uptake
was observed (27,28).
The pair 64Cu/67Cu is a seamless theranostic match. Because of

its favorable properties, 64Cu is ideally suited for long-term PET
imaging and allows the dosimetry of tracers labeled with 67Cu to
be determined. The therapeutic nuclide 67Cu may be cyclotron-
produced and thus available for good-manufacturing-practice pro-
duction. 64Cu has been shown to be an attractive radionuclide for
PET imaging, and a series of PSMA-binding tracers has been
described by the Pomper group (29). Further examples of previous
publications that describe copper-labeled radiotracers for the tar-
geting of PSMA-expressing tumors are 64Cu-NODAGA-PSMA
and 64Cu-ABN-1. The Maecke group made a comprehensive pre-
clinical comparison of 64Cu-NODAGA-PSMA to several alternative
tracers (30), and subsequently, clinical studies with 64Cu-NODAGA-
PSMA were published (31). As an alternative to the urea-based
PSMA-binding tracers, 64Cu-ABN-1 represents a phosphoramidate-
based tracer (32).
Because of its decay characteristics (half-life, 12.7 h; b1, 17.4%

[Emax, 0.656 MeV]; b2, 39% [Emax, 0.573 MeV]), imaging with
64Cu is associated with a comparatively high radiation dose, and
PET images obtained with 64Cu do not reach the quality of those
obtained with 68Ga (half-life, 67.71 min; b1, 88.9%) or 18F (half-
life, 109.77 min; b1, 96.7%). The particular strengths of 64Cu lie in
its role as the diagnostic nuclide of the matched pair 64Cu/67Cu
for theranostic applications. Moreover, the long half-life of 64Cu

provides an advantage for imaging at later time points with poten-
tially increased tumor delineation (33,34). Furthermore, the half-life
of 64Cu offers the logistic advantage of decentralized radiotracer
production (35).
Here, we describe the preclinical characterization of 9 newly

developed copper-labeled PSMA ligands, with the aim of ensuring
the advantages of the basic structure of PSMA-617 with a new and
stable chelator ensuring the labeling of copper radioisotopes.
A stable and kinetically inert in vivo suitable chelator for copper

isotopes will enable the development of promising theranostic
radiotracers. In this study, we synthesized and characterized 2
chelators: 4-[(1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradec-1-yl)-methyl]-benzoic
acid (a bifunctional macrocyclic cyclam analog) and 4-carboxy-
methyl-11-(1,3-dicarboxypropyl)-1,4,8,11-tetraazabicyclo[6.6.2]
hexadecanepentanedioic acid (a cross-bridged cyclam derivative).
These chelators were conjugated either via 2-naphthyl-L-alanine or
via 2-naphthyl-L-alanine and the additional spacer 4-aminomethyl-
(cyclohexane)carboxylic acid (Fig. 1).
In vivo experiments, such as PET imaging and biodistribution

studies, were performed to evaluate the binding characteristics and
pharmacokinetic properties of these ligands.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Solvents and chemicals were purchased from Merck or Sigma-

Aldrich and used without further purification. The in vitro experiments

were conducted in triplicate, and at least 3 independent sets of data
were obtained for each experiment performed. PET imaging of the

prostate cancer patient was performed with the consent of the Uni-
versity Hospital Heidelberg following German laws vigorously and

in accord with the Helsinki Declaration (permit S321/2012).

Synthesis of the Chelator Moieties

The chelator moieties were synthesized in high yields and character-
ized by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry. The synthesis of the

chelator 4-[(1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradec-1-yl)-methyl]-benzoic acid was
described by Studer and Kaden (36), whereas 4-carboxymethyl-11-

(1,3-dicarboxypropyl)-1,4,8,11-tetraazabicyclo[6.6.2]hexadecanepen-
tanedioic acid was reported by Boswell et al. (37).

Synthesis of PSMA Ligands for

Radiolabeling with Radioactive

Copper Nuclides

The peptidomimetic glutamate-urea-lysine
binding motif and the linker moiety were

synthesized by solid-phase peptide chemistry
as previously described by Eder et al. (5) and

Benešová et al. (6). The synthesis, including
conjugation of the chelator, is described in

detail in the supplemental information (supple-
mental materials are available at http://jnm.

snmjournals.org). In brief, the PSMA-binding
motif was prepared by solid-phase synthesis

on a 2-chlorotrityl resin. The synthesis started
with the formation of the isocyanate of the

glutamyl moiety using triphosgene. A resin-
immobilized (2-chlorotrityl resin), e-allylox-
ycarbonyl–protected lysine was added and
reacted for 16 h with careful agitation, result-

ing in the allyloxycarbonyl-protected urea bind-
ing motif. The resin was filtered off, and the

allyloxycarbonyl-protecting group was cleaved.
After coupling of the Fmoc-2-naphthylalanine

FIGURE 1. Chemical structures of ligands suitable for copper labeling and reference ligand

PSMA-617.
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and reaction with trans-4-(Fmoc-aminomethyl)cyclohexanecarbox-

ylic acid, the chelator was attached. The compound was cleaved from
the resin and analyzed by high-performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC) and liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry. The crude
products were purified by HPLC on a Chromolith SemiPrep column

using a linear gradient elution from 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in water
to 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in acetonitrile. The desired products were

analyzed by HPLC (0‒100% acetonitrile in water containing 0.1% tri-
fluoroacetic acid) within 5 min on a monolithic reverse-phase column

(100 · 3 mm) and by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry. The
product fractions were pooled and lyophilized to obtain the targeting

moiety in good yield (;40%).

Radiochemical Synthesis of 64Cu-PSMA Derivatives

The conjugates (1 mM in water, 5 mL, 5 nmol) were added to a

mixture of 400 mL of sodium acetate buffer (0.4 M in water, pH 5.0),
10 mL of ascorbic acid (20% in water), and 282 mL of 64CuCl2 (DSD

Pharma) in 0.1 M HCl (200 MBq). The mixture was heated at 95�C for
5 min. The checked pH of the labeling solution for all compounds was

between 4 and 5. The labeling was controlled by radio-HPLC (0‒100%
acetonitrile in 5 min, monolithic column), with a flow rate of 2 mL/min.

In Vitro Experiments

Cell Culture. The competitive assay was performed using the PSMA-

positive C4-2 cell line, a subline of the LNCaP (human lymph node
carcinoma of the prostate) cell line (CRL-3314; American Type Culture

Collection). The cells were cultivated in Roswell Park Memorial
Institute 1640 medium (PAN Biotech) supplemented with 10% fetal

calf serum and stable glutamine (PAN Biotech). Cells were grown at
37�C and incubated with humidified air equilibrated with 5% CO2.

Competitive Cell-Binding Assay. At first, a MultiScreenHTS-DV filter
plate was coated at room temperature with 100 mL of phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS) containing 1% bovine serum albumin per well for 30 min.
Afterward, the PBS/bovine serum albumin solution was removed

and 1 · 105 C4-2 cells in Opti-MEM (Life Technologies Corp.)
were added to each well. The inhibitory potency of the synthesized

compounds was determined using 0.75 nM of 68Ga-labeled PSMA-
HBED-CC dimer (68Ga-PSMA-10) (38) as a standard. All nonlabeled

compounds were dissolved in Opti-MEM at the following concentra-
tions: 0, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 500, 1,000, and 5,000 nM. This

mixture was incubated at 37�C for 45 min. Afterward, the cells were
washed twice with PBS on a multiscreen vacuum manifold (Millipore)

and the cell-bound radioactivity was measured with a g-counter (Pack-
ard Cobra II; GMI). The 50% inhibitory concentration was calculated

using a nonlinear regression algorithm (Graph Pad Prism 5.01 software).
The experiments were performed in quadruplicate.

Determination of Internalization Ratio

To determine the specific internalization ratio, two 24-well plates were
coated with 0.1% poly-L-lysine in PBS for 20 min at room temperature

and then washed once with PBS. Then, 1 mL of Roswell Park Memorial
Institute medium containing 106 C4-2 cells was added to each well

and incubated overnight. The conditions during the experiment for
each compound were 37�C and 4�C for incubation with and without,

respectively, receptor blocking with 2-(phosphonomethyl)pentanedioic
acid (Axxora) at a final concentration of 500 mM. Afterward, the cells in

each well were incubated with 250 mL of a 30 nM solution of the 64Cu-
labeled compounds. The plates were incubated for 45 min in a water

bath at 37�C or on ice at 4�C. Subsequently, the cells were washed 3

times with 1 mL of ice-cold PBS and incubated with 0.5 mL of glycine
(50 mM) in HCl, pH 2.8, for 5 min. After an additional washing step

with 1 mL of ice-cold PBS, the cells were lysed with 0.5 mL of 0.3 M
NaOH, collected, and measured for radioactivity with a g-counter for

1 min. All experiments were performed in triplicate.

The serum stability was determined by instant thin-layer chroma-

tography (ITLC) and HPLC analysis after radiolabeling of the com-
pounds. A 50-mL (20 MBq) volume of the 64Cu-labeled ligands was

added to 200 mL of human serum (H4522; Sigma-Aldrich) and incu-

bated at 37�C for different time points (0, 2, 24, 48, and 72 h). Strips of
ITLC silica-gel glass microfiber chromatography paper (0.5 · 5 cm;

Agilent Technologies) were used. A 0.5-mL volume of the radiolabeled

complex in serum was applied to each strip at 1 cm from the bottom
(origin), and the solvent (1% sodium-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid,

pH 4) front was allowed to rise to 5 cm from the bottom. Finally, each

strip was cut into 8 pieces, and each piece was measured in a g-counter.
For HPLC analysis, an equal volume of acetonitrile was added to

the samples to precipitate the serum proteins. Subsequently, the samples
were centrifuged for 10 min at 13,000 rpm, the pellet and supernatant

were separated, and the relative activity was measured. The results are
expressed as a percentage. In addition, an aliquot of the supernatant was

analyzed by radio-HPLC (0%‒100% acetonitrile in 5 min, monolithic
column) with a flow rate of 2 mL/min.

In Vivo Characterization

The in vivo experiments were performed in accordance with the
laws of the German Federal Republic. For PET imaging and biodis-

tribution studies, male nude mice (BALB/c nu/nu mice, 19‒23 g) were
obtained from Charles River at 4‒5 wk old and kept under specific

pathogen-free conditions for 1 wk before the study. The mice were

housed with a 12-h/12-h light/dark cycle and had free access to water
and food. They were anesthetized with 2% sevoflurane and inoculated

subcutaneously on the right trunk with 5 · 107 C4-2 cells in 50%

Matrigel (Corning) in Opti-MEM I (1·) medium. Organ distribution
studies were performed when the tumors were approximately 1 cm3.

Stability in Blood

The stability of 64Cu-labeled CA003 in vivo was determined by ITLC
and HPLC. Male BALB/c nude mice without tumor (n 5 3) were in-

jected via the tail vein with 64Cu-CA003 (3.6 MBq; 0.26 nmol, dissolved
in a total volume of approximately 100 mL of 0.9% saline), and 800 mL

of blood were harvested 10 min after injection. The blood sample was

centrifuged for 10 min at 13,000 rpm. Subsequently, the pellet and su-
pernatant were separated and the relative activity was determined. ITLC

was performed to assess the stability of the radiolabeled compound in

the blood as described above. Furthermore, an aliquot of the supernatant
was analyzed by radio-HPLC (0%‒100% acetonitrile in 5 min, mono-

lithic column) with a flow rate of 2 mL/min after addition of an equal

volume of acetonitrile and removal of the proteins by centrifugation.

In Vivo Fate of 64Cu-Chloride and 64Cu-CA003

The metabolization in vivo was studied by radio-HPLC analysis.
Female Swiss mice (n 5 3) without tumor were injected via the tail

vein with 64Cu-chloride (10 MBq in approximately 100 mL of 0.9%

saline) or 64Cu-CA003 (9 MBq, 0.30 nmol in approximately 100 mL
of 0.9% saline). PET imaging was performed 10 min after injection,

and subsequently, blood, the liver, and the kidneys were harvested.

The tissues were rinsed with precooled saline, blotted dry, and treated
with 2 mL of 0.1 M NH4OAc/EtOH (35:65). The tissues were homog-

enized using an Ultra-Turrax T8 (IKA Labortechnik). The samples

were centrifuged for 10 min at 13,000 rpm (4�C). Subsequently, the
pellet and supernatant were separated and the relative activity was

measured. The results are expressed as a percentage. Additionally,

an aliquot of supernatant was prepared for HPLC measurement by
precipitation of the proteins with acetonitrile as described above.

The sample was analyzed by radio-HPLC (0%‒100% acetonitrile in

5 min, monolithic column) with a flow rate of 2 mL/min. Fractions
were collected every 10 s over the whole course of the chromatogra-

phy, and the relative activity of the samples was measured in a g-coun-

ter to reconstruct a chromatogram.
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Biodistribution Studies

On the basis of the PET results, CA003, the most promising
compound, was chosen for a biodistribution study on the C4-2 tumor–

bearing mice. Experiments were performed in triplicate. The 64Cu-
labeled compound (0.025 nmol; 1 MBq per mouse in approximately

100 mL of 0.9% saline) was administered by tail vein injection. At
10 min, 1 h, 4 h, 24 h, and 72 h, the organs were dissected and

weighed and the activity was measured using a g-counter (Packard
Cobra Auto-Gamma). The percentage injected dose per gram (%ID/g)

was calculated.

Dynamic and Static PET Scans

For small-animal PET imaging with various 64Cu-labeled PSMA
ligands, 0.2 nmol (10 MBq) of the radiolabeled compound in approx-

imately 100 mL of 0.9% saline was injected into a C4-2 tumor–bearing
mouse. Dynamic imaging was performed in a small-animal PET scan-

ner (Siemens Inveon D-PET). SUVs were obtained from conventional
(nondynamic) PET images as follows:

SUV 5
activity in ROI

�
Bq
mL

�
· animal weight ðgÞ

injected dose ðBqÞ :

Volumes of interest were obtained by manual delineation of the

appropriate whole tissue (heart, kidneys, bladder, and tumor, with an
approximate volume of 0.1–0.5 cm3, or portions of liver and muscle

tissue). Images were reconstructed using an ordered-subsets expecta-

tion maximization 3-dimensional/shifted Poisson maximum a poste-
riori algorithm with 16 subsets, 2 iterations, and an image x–y size of

256 and z size of 161. The data were not modified with a postprocess-
ing filter. The software used to analyze images and time–activity

curves was Inveon Acquisition Workplace from Siemens Inveon Re-
search Workplace 4.1. Dynamic PET scans were performed 0‒60 min

after injection, and images were reconstructed in 3 time frames of
20 min (0‒20, 20‒40, and 40‒60 min) for visual display. For some

compounds that showed long retention, later time points (2, 4, 20, and
45/48 h) were included as shown in Figures 2 and 3 and Supplemen-

tal Tables 1 and 2. After 1 h, a static PET scan was generated.
To compare the different radiotracers, the mean SUVs were plotted

over time.

Biodistribution in Human PET Scan

Imaging with CA003 was performed as previously described
by Afshar-Oromieh et al. (39). Images were obtained with 64Cu-

CA003, which was applied by intravenous injection (200 MBq and
5 nmol of ligand). The diagnostic examination of 64Cu-CA003 was

conducted at 2 and 20 h after injection, whereas for PSMA-617 the
time points were 1 and 3 h. The activity distributions of the source

organs were determined with standard clinical software (Syngo; Sie-
mens), which was used to define the volumes of interest in the PET

images.

RESULTS

Synthesis of the binding motif containing
the linkers 2-naphthyl-L-alanine and cyclo-
hexanecarboxylic acid was followed by
coupling of various chelators. After cleav-
age from the resin and purification by
HPLC, the conjugates were obtained in
yields of approximately 40% at a purity of
95% as determined by HPLC. The results of
the syntheses are summarized in Table 1.

Radiolabeling

Radiolabeling of 0.2 nmol of the precursor
at 95�C with 64Cu led to yields of more than
98% within 10 min (as illustrated by the
radiochromatograms in Supplemental Fig.
25). The specific activity of 64Cu-PSMA-
CA003 was approximately 40 MBq/nmol.
The same protocol was used for the labeling
with 67Cu.

Competitive Cell Binding

Internalization Ratios and

Serum Stability

C4-2 cells, a subline of the PSMA-
expressing cell line LNCaP, were used for
analyzing the competitive cell binding.
Determination of the equilibrium inhibition
constant (Ki) showed nanomolar binding af-
finities for the synthesized ligands to PSMA.
As shown in Table 2, CA003 revealed the
highest affinity to PSMA, followed by
CA005, CA002, and CA026. Moreover,
the 64Cu-labeled compounds showed spe-
cific binding to C4-2 cells. The internal-
ized percentages were 34.63% 6 2.77% for

FIGURE 2. Whole-body small-animal PET scans as maximum-intensity projections of 64Cu-

labeled compounds in BALB/c nu/nu C4-2 tumor–bearing mice 24 h after injection via tail vein.

Tumor-targeting efficacy and pharmacokinetic properties were evaluated by injection of 0.2 nmol

(∼10 MBq, 100 μL as injected volume of 0.9% saline) of labeled compounds. Color bar gives link

between SUV and color scale of PET image.
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64Cu-CA003, 18.63% 6 4.46% for 64Cu-CA005, and 38.7% 6
6.69% for 64Cu-CA022 (n 5 3). These experiments used 106 C4-2

cells (Table 2).
The stability of all compounds was determined in human serum.

Supplemental Figure 19 graphically expresses the results for 3

main compounds: CA003, containing the chelator (4-[(1,4,8,11-

tetraazacyclotetradec-1-yl)-methyl]benzoic acid (CTPA); CA005,

containing a cross-bridged chelator; and PSMA 617, containing an

unmodified DOTA chelator. The compounds were radiolabeled

with 64Cu and incubated for 72 h in human serum. Stability was

assessed by ITLC and HPLC. Up to 2 h of incubation, ITLC

showed that the degree of dissociation for all compounds was

less than 2% 6 0.6%. After 24 h of incubation, only 6%6 4% of
64Cu-CA003 and 3% 6 1% of 64Cu-CA005 were dissociated. In

contrast, 64Cu-PSMA-617 showed 13% 6 3% free 64Cu activity.

Long-term stability examination at 72 h showed that 64Cu-CA005
(8% 6 4%) possesses stability comparable to 64Cu-CA003 (11%6
3%). At that time, 18% 6 6% of 64Cu-PSMA-617 was dissociated.
After incubation for 2 h, measurement of pellet activity (Supple-
mental Fig. 20) revealed that 19.0% 6 5.2% of 64Cu-CA003, 12%
6 7.2% of 64Cu-CA005, and 40% 6 7.5% of 64Cu-PSMA-617 was
precipitated with the protein fraction. The percentage of activity in
the pellet increased over time. Activity in the pellet was highest for
64Cu-PSMA-617, followed by 64Cu-CA003 and then 64Cu-CA005.

In Vivo Characterization

In vivo stability was determined by ITLC and HPLC after PET
imaging (Supplemental Fig. 23) using blood harvested 10 min
after injection. ITLC results for blood stability showed that 64Cu-
CA003 undergoes 3% 64Cu dissociation, or 97% 6 2.3% of the
intact tracer. Radio-HPLC showed that the activity elutes at
the retention time of intact tracer, confirming the integrity of the
copper complex (Supplemental Fig. 24). The in vivo fate was
determined by PET imaging, which showed 64Cu-chloride and
64Cu-CA003 to have different pharmacokinetics (Supplemen-
tal Fig. 21). Maximum-intensity projections indicated 64Cu-
chloride to have lower blood circulation (1.3 vs. 2.3), higher
liver uptake (2.7 vs. 1.0), and lower kidney uptake (3.4 vs. 5.7)
than 64Cu-CA003 (Supplemental Fig. 21). The integrity of the
64Cu-CA003 was proven by radio-HPLC chromatograms of
tissue extracts of kidney, blood, and liver (Supplemental
Fig. 23). The chromatogram for 64Cu-CA003 showed its reten-
tion time to be different from that of free copper (64Cu-chloride)
(Supplemental Fig. 24).

Organ Distribution and Small-Animal PET Imaging

The biodistribution results for 64Cu-CA003 (n 5 3) are pre-
sented in Figure 4 and Supplemental Table 3. The organ distribu-
tion at 10 min, 1 h, 4 h, 24 h, and 72 h after injection is shown, as
well as the results of the experiment in which PSMA-617 was
simultaneously administered to block PSMA binding at 1 h (n 5
3). Ten minutes after injection, tumor uptake was 11.33 6 4.11
%ID/g. After 4 h, tracer accumulation was much higher in tumors
(32.34 6 10.6 %ID/g) than in the kidneys (13.33 6 3.36 %ID/g).
Time–activity curves generated from the dynamic PET imaging
showed a tumor-to-muscle ratio of 10.5 and a tumor-to-blood ratio
of 3.0 at 1 h after injection (Supplemental Table 1). These curves
indicate rapid renal uptake. The organ distribution study (Fig. 4;
Supplemental Table 3) showed that the high kidney uptake at 1 h
(67.04 6 20.89 %ID/g) was largely cleared within 24 h (7.48 6
8.51 %ID/g). In contrast, the high tumor uptake at 1 h (30.83 6
12.61 %ID/g) remained almost constant at 24 h (19.99 6 6.43 %
ID/g). PET imaging confirmed strong accumulation of radiotracer
in tumors (Fig. 3). At 1 h after injection, background radioactivity
in organs such as the kidneys decreased whereas the tumor-to-
background ratio increased. At 24 h after injection, the PET scans
demonstrated high tumor uptake confirming enrichment in the
tumor (Fig. 2). The high uptake was retained even at 45 h after injec-
tion (Fig. 3).
The specificity of binding to PSMA was proven with a block-

ade experiment: coinjection of nonlabeled PSMA-617 (2 mg/kg)
strongly decreased the accumulation of 64Cu-CA003 in C4-2 tu-
mors (from 30.83 6 12.61 %ID/g to 2.35 6 0.38 %ID/g) and in
the kidneys (from 67.04 6 20.89 %ID/g to 3.47 6 0.48 %ID/g)
at 1 h after injection. PET imaging of 64Cu-CA003 with an excess
of nonlabeled PSMA (Fig. 4B; Supplemental Fig. 3) clearly con-
firmed the biodistribution results.

FIGURE 3. Whole-body small-animal PET scans as maximum-intensity

projections of BALB/c nu/numice bearing C4-2 tumor xenografts. (A) 64Cu-

PSMA-617 (10 MBq, 0.2 nmol) and 64Cu-CA003 (10 MBq, 0.2 nmol). (B)
64Cu-CA003 (5 MBq, 0.030 nmol) coinjected with excess of nonlabeled

PSMA-617 (2 mg/kg of body weight) and 64Cu-chloride (10 MBq). Color

bar gives link between SUV and color scale of PET image.
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Comparison of 64Cu-CA003 to 64Cu-PSMA-617 and
64Cu-Chloride In Vivo

To prove the in vivo stability of the copper complexes of PSMA-
CA003, we compared 64Cu-CA003 with 64Cu-PSMA-617 and with
64Cu-chloride (Fig. 3). The compounds were studied in a small-
animal dynamic PET study on a C4-2 tumor xenograft The time–
activity curves for 64Cu-CA003 showed a high tumor-to-liver ratio
of 4.0 at 1 h after injection, whereas for 64Cu-PSMA-617 the tumor-
to-liver ratio was 0.37 (Fig. 3 and Supplemental Tables 1 and 2). To
prove that the species taken up into the tumor is actually 64Cu-
CA003 and not free 64Cu, PET imaging of 64Cu-chloride on C4-2
tumor–bearing mice (Fig. 3) was followed by homogenization,
extraction, and subsequent HPLC analysis of the respective tissue.
The pharmacokinetic observed for 64Cu-chloride was different from
that for 64Cu-CA003. PET maximum-intensity projections of 64Cu-
chloride revealed tumor uptake to be increasing for up to 2 h after
injection. In contrast to 64Cu-CA003, 64Cu-chloride showed a high
liver accumulation (Fig. 3). The tumor-to-liver ratio at 2 h was 0.38
for 64Cu-chloride but 6.3 for 64Cu-CA003.

PET Imaging of 64Cu-CA003 in a Human

To show the clinical applicability of 64Cu-CA003, a PET scan in
a first patient with a high serum prostate-specific antigen value
(185 ng/mL; reference range , 4 ng/mL) and lactate dehydroge-
nase (861 U/L; reference range, 342) was performed. The result-
ing PET image is presented in Figure 5. It shows that uptake of the
PSMA ligand is higher in tumor than in several commonly used
reference tissues such as liver and salivary glands. The obtained
SUVs were comparable to literature values for PSMA-617 (26),
the current standard of reference for theranostic PSMA ligands
(Table 3). Because the acquisition was with standard scanner set-
tings, calibrated for pure positron emitters such as 18F, the addi-
tional g-lines emitted by 64Cu presumably increase the number of
random coincidences, thus systematically overestimating SUVs
quantitatively. However, at the early image time-point 2 h after
injection, the SUV ratios between CA003 and PSMA-617 are
almost equal for both tumor lesions and reference tissues, indicat-
ing that the diagnostic performance regarding tumor delineation
may be similar at day 1 examinations. As reflected by the values
obtained with 64Cu-CA003 at 2 h versus 20 h after injection, un-
specific uptake in normal organs is characterized by a strong
washout. In contrast, tumor values reveal a relatively stable accu-
mulation of the radiopharmaceutical, and delayed images—which
can be obtained with 64Cu, having a 12.7-h half-life, but not with
the 1-h half-life of 68Ga—may further improve tumor delineation.
Rapid nontumor clearance is also an excellent prerequisite for
potential therapeutic application. However, hepatobiliary clear-
ance can cause some hot spots inside the intestine in later imaging,
requiring more thorough reading to distinguish these from perito-
neal or mesenteric lymph nodes.

DISCUSSION

The main purpose of this study was to develop novel PSMA-
specific ligands that form stable complexes with copper radioiso-
topes. Among 9 compounds investigated, CA003 was the most
promising. Here, we report the preclinical characterization of
CA003 and a first application in a patient. The syntheses of the
precursor molecules and their chelator derivatives were accom-
plished by solid-phase methods. The 64Cu labeling of the PSMA
ligands could be performed in quantitative yields. The urea-based
binding motif Lys-NH-CO-NH-Glu has been shown to bind to

TABLE 1
Analytic Data of Copper Ligands

Compound Molecular weight (g/mol) [64Cu-ligand]-HPLC retention time (min) m/z*experimental

CA002 832.45 2.39 833.42

CA003 971.55 2.37 972.51

CA004 912.46 2.38 913.60

CA005 1,051.56 2.61 1,052.53

CA022 997.56 2.71 998.53

CA023 1,029.55 2.59 1,030.53

CA024 1,055.57 2.66 1,056.54

CA025 1,087.56 2.58 1,088.53

CA026 1,145.56 2.58 1,146.53

*Mass spectrometry of nonlabeled ligands detected as [M 1 H]1.

TABLE 2
PSMA Inhibition Potencies (Expressed as Ki) and Specific

Internalization Values

Compound Ki (nM) Specific cell surface Specific lysate

CA002 1.9 ± 0.70 48 ± 3.9 16 ± 2.4

CA003 1.6 ± 0.52 94 ± 6.9 35 ± 2.8

CA004 15 ± 0.89 45 ± 3.4 13 ± 2.2

CA005 1.8 ± 0.65 41 ± 4.3 19 ± 4.5

CA022 12 ± 2.0 123 ± 22 39 ± 6.7

CA023 14 ± 2.0 103 ± 6.6 28 ± 8.7

CA024 21 ± 4.0 35 ± 5.8 8.6 ± 7.0

CA025 14 ± 1.7 68 ± 11 16 ± 8.0

CA026 4.4 ± 1.6 96 ± 16 24.5 ± 14

PSMA-617 2.3 ± 2.9 45 ± 3.6 15 ± 3.0

Data are mean ± SD (n 5 3). Internalization is expressed as

percentage injected activity per 106 cells.
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PSMA with high affinity (22,23), and lipophilic linkers further
optimize its binding properties (26,40). In the first instance, the
chelator moiety was chosen with respect to its influence on the
pharmacokinetics. It has already been reported that small, non-
polar substituents such as the aromatic moiety in MIP-1466 (41)
lead to compounds with a pharmacokinetic that is substantially
different from PSMA-617. Unmodified cyclam is a substituent that
comes close to these prerequisites. Interestingly, CA003 fulfilled
the expectations and showed extended retention in the circulation,
displaying characteristics of the albumin-binding tracers recently
described by Benešová et al. (42). In the present study, the high
inhibition potency of the synthesized ligands, in particular CA003
(Ki 5 1.60 6 0.52 nM), was demonstrated, as well as the high
specific uptake in the PSMA-positive C4-2 cells. Among all com-
pounds, 64Cu-CA003 showed high specific internalization of
34.63%6 2.77% injected activity/106 cells. In CA003, the chelator
CTPA, which is linked via a benzyl group, leads to a hydrophilicity
and net charge that provide ideal pharmacokinetic properties.
When compared with their non–cross-bridged counterparts, the

in vitro and in vivo stability of the Cu(II) cross-bridged macrocycle
complexes may be explained in part by differences in their coordi-
nation chemistry. The structures of the Cu(II) complexes of TETA
and CB-TE2A possess differences despite their related frameworks

(43). Cu(II)-CB-TE2A complex has an octahedral complex with 2

axial nitrogens, 2 equatorial nitrogens, and carboxylate groups at the

remaining 2 cis-equatorial positions as particular features (44).

Cu(II)-TETA forms a distorted octahedron with 2 weakly coordi-

nated axial carboxylates, whereas the 4 nitrogens of the tetraaza-

macrocycle are at equatorial positions (45). The 2 complexes have

different overall charges. Cu(II)-CB-TE2A forms a neutral com-

plex, completely enveloping the Cu(II) cation, whereas Cu(II)-TETA

has an overall 22 charge due to 2 free carboxylates (43). The

structure of the Cu(II)-DOTA complex is analogous to that of

Cu(II)-TETA (45,46). However, metabolism experiments confirmed

that 64Cu-DOTA underwent more transchelation to liver protein

than 64Cu-TETA (43).

FIGURE 4. (A) Organ distribution of 0.025 nmol of 64Cu-CA003 at 10 min, 1 h, 4 h, 24 h, and 72 h after injection. Values are range of %ID/g of tissue ± SD;

n 5 3 for all tissues. (B) In blockade experiment, 64Cu-CA003 (0.030 nmol) was injected at same time as 2 mg of PSMA-617 per kilogram of body weight.

FIGURE 5. (A and B) 64Cu-CA003 (200 MBq, 0.5 nmol) PET/CTmaximum-

intensity projections of patient at 2 h (A) and 20 h (B) after injection. Arrows

point to selected right shoulder soft-tissue infiltration originating from scapula,

lung, bone, and lymph node metastases, increasing in contrast over time.

Hepatobiliary clearance causes hot spots inside intestine in delayed imaging.

(C) Cross-sectional slices are mandatory to avoid false-positive readings.

TABLE 3
Safety Dosimetry Estimate of Diagnostic 64Cu-CA003 and
68Ga-PSMA-617* Based on Male Adult Phantom in OLINDA

64Cu-CA003

SUVmean

68Ga-PSMA-617

SUVmean

Organ

After

2 h

After

20 h

After

1 h

After

3 h

Lacrimal gland 9.9 4.1 4.9 5.9

Nasal mucosa 4.5 2.3 2.9 3.4

Parotid gland 15.4 5.1 10.4 13.1

Submandibular gland 19.9 4.4 10 12.4

Sublingual gland 11.2 2.6 4.6 4.0

Blood pool,
mediastinal

3.6 0.4 2.5 2.4

Liver 6.0 0.8 3.3 2.7

Spleen 10.6 0.7 4.3 3.5

Proximal small

intestine

12.3 2.4 4.7 5.5

Colon 4.6 2.9 3.5 4.0

Kidneys 19.0 4.9 15.6 17.0

Gluteal muscle 0.6 0.1 0.7 0.7

Bone metastases 24.2 15.7 9.4 6.27

Lymph node 16.8 11.3 7.1 13.54

*Afshar-Oromieh et al. (39).
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The results obtained from the serum stability experiment
confirmed that—besides the DOTA-containing compounds, such
as PSMA-617—all compounds showed high serum stability
within the observation period of 24 h. Although the compounds
containing the cross-bridged chelators showed slightly enhanced
serum stability (43), there is experimental proof that even unmod-
ified CTPA shows high serum stability, which is in accordance
with our stability examinations (47). Furthermore, CTPA has pre-
viously been used for antibody labeling with 67Cu (47). Consid-
ering the rapid targeting of small PSMA-binding molecules, the
CTPA conjugates deserved investigation.
The organ distribution results of 64Cu-CA003 exhibited high

tumor–to–normal-tissue ratios that increased over time, thereby
providing images with high contrast. Moreover, no bone uptake
was observed for CA003, indicating that this agent could be ap-
plied for the detection of prostate cancer metastases in bone tissue.
In the pharmacokinetic investigation, both kidney and tumor up-
take of 64Cu-CA003 could be specifically blocked by an excess of
PSMA-617. Imaging and biodistribution studies demonstrated
higher in vivo stability for this compound even without using
cross-bridge chelators. The high tumor accumulation and the kid-
ney clearance for 64Cu-CA003 were significantly improved in com-
parison with literature values for 68Ga-PSMA-11, 68Ga-PSMA-617,
and 18F-PSMA-1007 (6,7,48).
PSMA is also expressed in the kidneys (49). Nevertheless, we noted

high accumulation in kidney only at the renal perfusion/filtration
phase soon after intravenous injection. A difference in PSMA-
specific binding between tumor lesions and the kidneys has
already been observed previously. It is thought to result from re-
duced internalization of renal PSMA after binding to filamin A,
glycosylation, splicing variants, and other isoforms (50). Because
the PSMA expressed by the LNCaP xenografts represents the human
form of GCP II whereas the kidney PSMA represent the orthologue
of mice, it would be premature to conclude that the higher tumor
specificity of CA003 will be completely transferable to human.
In the blocking experiments, a strong reduction of kidney

retention was observed. It has already been demonstrated that kid-
ney uptake of PSMA ligands can be blocked with monosodium
glutamate (51). Glutamate has no specific binding to PSMA. How-
ever, because of its structural similarity to the Glu-urea motif of
PSMA ligands, investigators thought that glutamate could serve as a
competitive blocking agent also to nonspecific ion transporters.

Figure 3 and Supplemental Figure 1 show that 64Cu-CA003 is
excreted in urine. The bladder shows the strongest signal after
60 min (Fig. 3A), and in contrast to radioactivity in the kidneys,
which shows saturation after 20 min (Supplemental Fig. 1), ra-
dioactivity in urine increases for up to 60 min. We interpret this
finding as indicating that 64Cu-CA003 is filtered into urine in a
non–PSMA-specific manner and that kidney cells expressing
PSMA are not involved in the excretion. This interpretation is em-
phasized by the blocking experiment in Figure 4B and Supplemen-
tal Table 3, in which loss of radioactivity by blocking of PSMA led
to increased excretion of copper-labeled CA003.
Generally, high uptake in the liver is assumed to indicate instability

of 64Cu complexes in vivo. The high liver accumulation and reten-
tion of 64Cu-PSMA-617 in comparison to 64Cu-CA003 indicates
significant loss of copper from PSMA-617, as illustrated by the
PET images in Figure 3 and the time–activity curves for tumor
and liver tissue in Figure 6. The assumption that free copper re-
leased from 64Cu-PSMA-617 accounts for the high liver uptake is in
accordance with images published by Cai et al. (52). Because 64Cu-
chloride can also accumulate in prostate cancer lesions, 64CuCl2 can
be used as a PET tracer to detected prostate cancer (53). More
recently, Piccardo et al. (54) reported that 64CuCl2 is more suitable
than 18F-choline for exploring the pelvis and prostatic bed. How-
ever, in both studies the liver is the critical organ.
Compared with 64Cu-CC34, which contains a NODAGA che-

lator, 64Cu-CA003 showed longer blood retention, significantly
lower kidney uptake, and a higher tumor-to-background ratio. Both
compounds showed low liver uptake; however, 64Cu-CC34 demon-
strates higher spleen uptake than 64Cu-CA003 (30). The 64Cu-labeled
phosphoramidate-based PSMA inhibitor ABN-1 (32) accumulates
mainly in the kidneys. In addition, a substantial amount of 64Cu-
ABN-1 was found in the liver, leading to decreased tumor-to-back-
ground ratios when compared with 64Cu-CA003. It is important to
underline that the high liver uptake can be associated with trans-
chelation and enzymatic degradation by liver enzymes. Earlier PET
studies showed 64Cu NODAGA-PSMA to be a promising imaging
tool to detect residual disease in patients with recurrent or primary
progressive prostate cancer (31).
A general comparison of all chelators used in this study is

relatively complex. The number and organization of pendant arms
use both the macrocyclic and the chelate effects to enhance
stability. Increasing the number of pendants does not necessarily

increase stability. In addition, other fac-
tors, such as the pendant arm length, also
contribute to stability (55). When compar-
ing nonbridged and bridged cyclam com-
plexes, in some cases nonbridged cyclam
complexes have values (stability constant 5
log Kf 5 27.1) similar to those of bridged
cyclam complexes (log KCu-L 5 27.1) (56).
Moreover, greater geometric constraint
incorporated into the macrocyclic ligand
enhances the kinetic inertness and ther-
modynamic stability of copper complexes.
Our results suggest that the high kinetic
inertness of Cu(II) against decomplexation
(proton-assisted, as well as transchelation or
transmetallation) might thus be more signif-
icant than thermodynamic stability in vivo.
The instability of 64Cu-PSMA-617 in

vivo is indicated by the release of poorly

FIGURE 6. Time–activity curves of tumor and liver tissue for 64Cu-CA003 (10 MBq, 0.2 nmol)

and 64Cu-PSMA-617 (10 MBq, 0.2 nmol) in BALB/c nu/nu mice bearing C4-2 tumor xenografts up

to 1 h after injection. Data are SUVmean, and curves are derived from single animal and match

results obtained by PET imaging and biodistribution experiments.
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coordinated 64Cu into the blood (57,58) or by binding to cerulo-

plasmin (59) or to metallothionein or superoxide dismutase (SOD)

in the liver (28,60,61).
The PET scan of the first patient examined with 64Cu-CA003

demonstrated high tumor accumulation at low background values,

comparable to 68Ga-PSMA-617. Thus, the new ligands were explic-

itly demonstrated to be promising agents to target PSMA-positive

prostate tumors.
Because the main goal of this work is the development of

therapeutic tracers that protect nontarget organs, the internaliza-

tion experiments and binding affinities were considered the main

first decision criteria. The final decision to focus the studies on
64Cu-CA003 was based on the interplay of properties in the whole

broad series of experiments described, in particular the PET im-

aging and the distribution in the mouse models. Because the rel-

ative long half-life of 64Cu benefits shipment and dosimetry

studies, 64Cu-labeled ligands might have a theranostic future

in combination with the short-range b-emitter 67Cu. One of most

relevant characteristics of 64Cu is its low positron energy (653 keV),

comparable to that of 18F (633 keV), leading to a similar degree of

PET image blurring, which is much less than that of most other PET

radionuclides. The reason for the image blurring is the relatively

high Emax of 580 keV and the high b2 and EC (electron capture)

branching amounts of 34% and 44%, respectively, which also

increase radiation exposure (62). However the accessibility of
64Cu is still limited, resulting in high costs (also caused by the

fact that hospitalization of the patients is mandatory). However,

despite these limitations, 64Cu represents a valuable alternative to
18F—whose long-distance shipment is not feasible—and offers

an advantage for ligands with longer circulating times to achieve

good tumor-to-background ratios. Furthermore, one of most plau-

sible applications of 64Cu-labeled compounds is dosimetry studies

before radiotherapy with 67Cu-labeled compounds. 67Cu offers

several benefits: a half-life of 2.5 d, allowing for optimized dos-

ing combined with only a few days of hospitalization and con-

sequently less costly waste management, as well as lower

irradiation of nontarget tissue and a cost and energy equivalent

to 177Lu. 64Cu-labeled cetuximab was proposed for integrated

treatment and PET-guided surgery in human gastrointestinal cancer

xenografts (63). Similarly, 64Cu-CA003 might serve as a tracer for

radioguided surgery. This technique is currently being established

with 99mTc-PSMA and may benefit from high-resolution PET scans

before surgery and from the high tracer retention of 64Cu-CA003

after 24 h (64).
Among all synthesized compounds, we suggest CA003, pref-

erentially in combination with 67Cu, as a radiotracer for targeting

prostate cancer.

CONCLUSION

The current treatments for prostate cancer come with several
side effects that decrease quality of life. Targeted therapy is a new

hope for prostate cancer. Of the 64Cu-labeled PSMA-ligands,

CA003, CA005, and CA023 proved to be promising for targeting

PSMA on prostate tumor cells. We recommend CA003 for the first

studies on patients. CA003 demonstrates high potential affinity,

high PSMA-specific uptake, fast clearance, and rapid kidney

excretion, which are ideal clinical properties for imaging and endo-
radiotherapy of prostate cancer.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Can the potential of PSMA-binding tracers be ap-

plied to copper-labeled tracers?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: Several PSMA-binding ligands contain-

ing chelators dedicated for copper complexation were synthesized

by solid-phase synthesis and characterized in in vitro and in vivo

models. The excellent targeting performance determined in the

animal models could be confirmed in a first prostate tumor patient.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: The possibility to target

PSMA and visualize PSMA-positive tumor lesions with copper

isotopes represents the basis to extend the theranostic applica-

tions of PSMA-binding tracers.
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